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(Please put Bahn Stormer in the subject line)
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Check out the latest news at
our Website:

http://rsp.pca.org/
Check out other PCA events at the
Zone 4 Website:

http://zone4.pca.org
PORSCHE®, The Porsche Crest®, CARRERA®,
and TARGA® are trademarks of Porsche AG

By Jim Christopher, Rally Sport Region President
our Club obviously shows in their work – and, it is all
volunteered!. I invite you to look at Page 23 of this
newsletter and recognize all of the them. The reason
this Club is so well-respected, enjoyable and so successful is because of their energy.

It’s an expected tradition that the President of our
region pens an introductory note to our fellow members. Rather than follow completely in the footsteps
of my predecessors, I’ve elected to name the column
rather than name the article every issue. The name
has an obvious reference to the life-blood of an I.C.
engine but also has reference to my off-the-wall sense
of humor.
A very sincere thanks to Pat Jeski for four years of
great service as our past President as well as the
outgoing board members – I’ll do my best to continue
the standard.
When possible, I subscribe to the philosophy that
there is never a better time than the present to enjoy
a good childhood. In maintenance of that tenet, I’ve
been lucky enough to meet a great many folks from
other, local, sports car clubs. Our membership has
a reputation as being approachable, friendly and
enthusiastic. Many of these peer club members are
astounded at the turn out we consistently have at our
events – our color tour and AGM often exceed 25%
participation and our track events are at capacity more
often than not….

I’ve set some goals for the Club that I hope can be
attained in the course of my term. These are, an
increase in membership and more participation from
club members in the direction of the club – especially
from younger members. I’d like to see the membership increase by 10% – about 20 new members, less
than one new member a month. Invite someone you
know who is not a club member to take part in an
event – whether or not they own a P-car. Likely, they
will enjoy the experience. Both Leonard Murz and Jeff
Corbin, newer club members, frequented our events
as guests and so enjoyed the experience they joined
the club. In fact, both are involved members.
New volunteers for the Events Committee include Liz
Christopher, Jeff Corbin and Arnie Spieker – all very
young at heart with an interesting perspective for new
club events. Some recent considerations include
overnight trips to the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and/
or the Cincinnati Zoo, a comedy night and a beer and
wine tasting party – Jeff, was a buyer for a gourmet
market in a previous life and has considered educating those of us with a more pedestrian pallet. Still, it
would be great for others to step forward; it’s painless
and great fun. Remember it’s your club.
Jim

The more involved I have become with this club, I
am amazed with the talent and dedication of all of
the officers – past and present. Many of these folks
receive little or no recognition, yet their passion for
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January 5 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00
pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

June 12-13 (Sat.-Sun.): Drivers’ Education at
Grattan Raceway

January 30 (Saturday): Technical Session with
Tim Pott, 1-4 PM. (See ad on page 7)

July 13 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

February 2 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00
pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

August 3 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00
pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

March 2 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

September 14 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -7:00 pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

April 6 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

October 5 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00
pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

May 1 (Saturday): Tour to the Gilmour Car Museum -- Hosted by Dianne and Michael Kimber

November 2 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -7:00 pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

May 4 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

December 7 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -7:00 pm at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

June 1 (Tuesday): RSR Board Meeting -- 7:00 pm
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

Note: Board Meetings have changed to
the first Tuesday of each month

More events are in the planning stage and will be posted as arrangements are
finalized. Care to help? Contact Stewart Free (stewartjfree@comcast.net)
and volunteer to host an event of your own. It is easy and fun.

Update Your E-mail Address
Increasingly the Rally Sport Region uses e-mail to remind
members of upcoming events and, on occasion, announce last
minute changes or additions to the social calendar. We need your accurate
address.
To add or update you e-mail address go to pca.org and click on “Members”
then click on “Member Record” and follow the simple instructions.
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Guess The Porsche Part -- Concluded
Contributed By Rally Sport Region Member Rick Mammel

it. The large segment at the end of this drive has the
same shape as the production vertical fan housing
and clamps in its place. The belt is driven off the crank
the same as the vertical and then is carried down a
shaft to a set of bevel gears which turn it 90 degrees
to the hub that the rubber cushion drive and fan attach
to.

Original Contest Photo (above)

The guess the part contest has run its course. There
was one correct answer and it was from an SEM
member who just so happens to own a very similar
part to the one in the
photo. Unfair advantage
perhaps, but he did get it
correct.
The part is a center cooling fan drive for a 934
RSR or 935. The horizontal center fan offered more
uniform cooling than the
standard vertical fan at the
end of the motor as found
on production aircooled
motors but it did require
more horse power to turn

Sorry about the hints
involving gasoline and
heat but I did not want to
make it too easy. I was
really hoping someone
would guess it was a gas
heater, which was available on early 912 & 911’s.
Most would agree that
the most prominent
center fan was the one
on the 917 motor since it
was open to the outside
of the body work and could be observed doing its
“thing” very easily. This was truly made iconic by the
movie LeMans with the shots from above showing the
car coming into the pits. Though a different drive on a
917 these 934 /935 center fans are still highly sought
after today, easily fetching $15K plus for a complete
system.

Switch To The Bahn Stormer On-line
Each issue of the Bahn Stormer costs your club about $2.25 to produce and mail
to your home. The on-line version, on the other hand costs the club nothing,
nada, zip, zilch!! And... it is in glorious color and normally available several days
earlier than the printed version.
Please help us save money and save a tree in the process. If you are willing to
forgo your paper edition of the Bahn Stormer notify Membership Chairperson,
Glenn Trapp (gtrapper@gmail.com). We will make sure you know as soon as the
next issue of the Bahn Stormer is available on-line.
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Season's Greetings!
f˜ˆˆ@žŒ–ˆ˜@…’„‡ˆ™@F@Œ”™ˆ˜š™@H›–@š•@DSPI@‰•˜@pca@mˆ“…ˆ˜™@Œ”@dˆ†ˆ“…ˆ˜
sˆˆ@žˆ…™Œšˆ@‰•˜@‡ˆš„Œ’™N

žžžN“›”‘™N†•“
3080 Huron Rd. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081
Michigan's #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Panamera Unveiling

By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear
On the evening of Wednesday, October 28, Howard Cooper Porsche in Ann Arbor held a party to initiate their
new Porsche showroom and to unveil the new Porsche Panamera. A pretty fancy event with men in suits and
women in their finery. The showroom is very modern and nice, but the cars were the stars.

(Right) Michael Bartsch, Vice
President and COO of Porsche
Cars North America admires
Sebastian Gaeta’s 356. Glenn
Trapps 914 was also on
display.
Photos by Karl Schulz
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Your Porsche has given you its best.
Now it’s time to return the favor.

Premier Porsche technician David Laing. Only at Grand Sport in Southfield.
David Laing loves Porsches like you do – and knows them
like no one else. Whether you seek performance upgrades,
repairs, or routine maintenance, David will provide your
Porsche with unmatched service and care at our state-

of-the-art Grand Sport facility in Southfield. So stop by
today for a free tour of Grand Sport and see why so many
owners of new and vintage Porsches trust only David
Laing with the care of their vehicle.

Selling and Servicing Porsche Automobiles
Grand Sport, LLC 21620 Melrose Avenue Southfield, MI 48075 Phone 248.304.9091 • Fax 248.304.9092
www.grandsport-michigan.com
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Current Membership 220
New Members
Jeffrey Corbin
Clarkston, MI
2008 Red Cayman “S”

David Hescheles
Ann Arbor, MI
2003 Blue 911

Member Anniversaries
Phil Kish............................................................31
Tom Green........................................................23
Brian Nao..........................................................18
Byron Bardis......................................................12
Ken Bush........................................................... 11
James Utsler...................................................... 7

Kevin Pritchard....................................................6
Kenneth Brown....................................................2
Phil Kingham.......................................................2
Kevin Vasconi............................. ........................1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $42 US per year. You will
receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership
chairperson, Glenn Trapp, for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact
Glenn (810-227-7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s
Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 1347
Springfield, VA 22151
Please also forward your new address to the RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.
com
This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special
note of this when dealing with PCA national.
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Get Involved!!
Join a great group of people
and share your talents.
The Rally Sport Region needs
one or more volunteers for the
Social Committee. We need
your ideas and perspectives.
Contact Sally or Stewart Free
at stewartjfree@comcast.net
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Metalshaping Master

By Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear with considerable assistance from Rick Mammel
Every once in a while you stumble into a great opportunity
and it happened to me recently. Rick Mammel, tired of hearing me question him about how you bend and shape metal,
offered to take me along to visit fellow metalshaper Mike
Kleeves.
Mike’s shop, Automobile Metal Shaping, in Kimball, Michigan, specializes in one-off coachwork fabrication using the
tools and methods popularized during the heyday of the true
coach built automobiles. Mike’s name is on a very short list
of craftsman in the US that you can call a “master hammerman.” That term refers to the vintage Pettingell powerhammers he prefers to use to shape his body panels freehand.
These machines were plentiful in the 20’s & 30’s with both
automotive and aircraft manufacturers. They were used
extensively to produce low volume panels that did not warrant the expense of large stamping dies. Most were scrapped
after WWII when modern manufacturing methods made them
obsolete.
With the lack of their use went the generations of hammermen who had spent a lifetime to learn their craft. Mike, in his
early 50’s, has been doing this work for 30 years and is considered one of the best in the country, if not the world. Mike,
however, would be the first to tell you he learns something
new everyday. This patience and dedication to one’s craft is
certainly rare in our new “point & click” generation.
We went to see two Porsche 550 Spyders that Mike is
restoring. Every .050” thick aluminum panel on these cars is
reproduced with exacting detail and accuracy to the original
cars with exception of the metal thickness which is .010”
thicker to assure they have more durability than the originals.
The original factory sheet metal can be dented by the mere
pressure of a misplaced hand.

Mike’s fabulous facility is dominated by a couple of large objects, a pair of double-headed powerhammers, a throwback
to the old ways of panel forming and a pair of large surface
plates which are equipped with very modern digital measuring systems. Both cars are built on these to assure that they
have exactly the same shape as the pristine original 550 that
was measured on the plate to supply the body data.
Each panel starts out as a flat sheet and is carefully worked
up to match the various contours and compound curves. The
whole time the shaping is taking place the part is checked
against a “station buck” which can be either wood ribs cut
to replicate that area of the car or a fiberglass shape taken
off another vehicle. These bucks are used to check that the
shape of the panel is accurate to form. Once all these small
panels are formed and matched up perfectly with their mating
panels, they are welded together to form one perfect seamless body.

Mike’s forming tool of choice a
Pettingell powerhammer. This
8500lb. machine came from
GM and still has the asset tag
to prove it. He is demonstrating how a panel is shrunk,
a method used to draw the
metal together and form tight
shapes like the 550’s inner
fender liners.

Mike (left) with the inner
door panel. This part is
shaped without power
tools. It is drawn down
with a mallet and specialized “corking” tools off
of a form taken from an
original door.

The hammered panels laid on the
rear buck to check for shape. These
panels are “stretched” to achieve
their compound curves.

A Porsche 550 Spyder takes shape (on right).
Photos by Mike O’Rear
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C a rlyle
Bar & Grill

Contemporary American Cuisine
3660 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor • 734.213. 9800
(In front of Quality 16 Movie Theatre )

◆

FEATURING CLASSIC & CREATIVE DISHES
FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN
2900 S. State Street, Ann Arbor (Located in the Concord Center)
734.332.9700 • www.mediterrano.com

◆

La Piazza
’

BY

Two beautifully appointed private rooms perfect for business meetings,
weddings & rehearsal dinners, engagement celebrations, graduations,
bar mitzvahs, baptismals, birthday parties & other events.
For booking your occasion, call 734.332.9700
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Speed Demons

By Southeast Michigan -- PCA Member and DE Instructor, Tom Fielitz

How many times have you asked, or been asked “how
fast will it go, and how fast have you gone?” An honest or perhaps inflated answer might impress, or just
as likely might appall those hearing it. If we say we
achieved that speed on a race track we might at least
be socially responsible risk takers. Car advertisers
are always careful to point out that top speed was
achieved under controlled conditions, even when the
scenery appears to be a public road. Top speeds are
often claimed to be achieved on the German Autobahn rather than a more reasonable test track.
But if it isn’t about speed in an actual race, what
exactly can be the point of owning a car with the
potential speed to be a personal aircraft? Quite a few
years ago, the sports car readily available to the public
would have outperformed the premier race cars just
a generation removed. In the early 70’s a car that
could top 140 miles per hour was in a rare super car
group of top speed. Today it is almost common to
exceed that speed in a four door luxury car. Common
thought was that the German Autobahn nurtured that
need from executive commuters. But the performance
potential spread worldwide and on highway systems
designed for half that speed at best. Who would dare
step up and say that transportation had taken a wrong
turn?
Today there are dozens of cars that have the potential to exceed 175 or even 200 miles per hour. Yet
we would all agree that few of their owners have the
knowledge and experience to match their car’s performance potential. There is even a flourishing industry
to enhance that performance potential. But when was
the last time you ever heard someone wanting to go
slower in any aspect of their living. More is always
better, faster is always better than slower.

Where can we go from here? Can we be satisfied that
we own a car that is 20 miles per hour slower than
our neighbor’s? Can we accept the fact that we drive
a car on the track that is two seconds per lap slower
than our peer’s? Decades ago the performance car
was declared dead. Some predict that this is the true
end of the performance car decade as we move into
the hybrid or electric car age. The spread of demand
for high performance sports cars and even four door
sedans and SUVs, suggest we are far from the end of
the performance decades. Each replacement model
out performs the previous high standard.
Constant demands for older cars from the slower previous generations suggest something else. Perhaps
there is a growing realization that driving pleasure and
satisfaction can come from less speed. That it can be
equally satisfying to drive for the sake of driving rather
than for the thrill of pushing the boundaries of control.
New automotive technology can also deliver cars
that blend the pleasurable sensations of driving with
useable performance, and social and environmental
responsibility.

Author Tom Fielitz at rest
and behind the wheel

Some people would like to rationalize that it is the differential in speed that is dangerous. Mixing slow traffic with fast traffic is more likely to result in an auto accident as is any factor that distracts the driver from full
concentration. Speed on a race track only removes
some of the inherent dangers. Many of today’s street
cars can exceed the speeds of race tracks designed
decades ago.
Photos by Mike O’Rear
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Cable Shift Cars

Jeff Jones has 30 years of automotive experience, predominantly Porsche since
1984. He was awarded Master Porsche Tech by Porsche A.G. in 1986. He has
owned and operated Automotive Techniques since 1988. He has a unique and
knowledgeable perspective and approach to each car on an individual basis and
the customer’s desire.
248 615-8964
Alphatango911@hotmail.com
www.automotivetechniques.net
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Real ATE Story
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E W@tch Porsche Items Bought and Sold over the Web

Courtesy of RSR Member Sebastian Gaeta
The following items were auctioned on eBay in Noretails at the dealership for $120, so the winner at $71
vember of 2009:
has some coin left over for drinks by the fireplace after
a hard days run down the slopes.
Porsche Cayenne
Turbo Twin Dual ExPorsche 914 Center
haust Tips
Console Gauges
Bids: 7 Sold for
Bids: 1 Sold for $80
$246.50
It used to be that if you
Advertised as used for
were looking to upgrade
3,000 and no blemisha standard 914 with a 3
es, which the photos
gauge center console,
supported, so this was
finding a complete used
a terrific deal if you were looking for a set. New ones
unit was fairly easy. Well, that was many, many years
normally trade on eBay for anywhere from $300 to
ago. About five years ago to be exact! If you are put$500. Hey, times are tough even for Cayenne drivers
ting a center console in your “Pre-Boxster”, you know
and any money saved means more money available
the pain of finding one now as many of these cars are
for that 60,000 mile maintenance service coming due!
being “discovered” by a younger generation looking to
put a Porsche on the road. Consequently, 914 parts
have been gobbled up like there is no tomorrow. Your
Vintage Porsche 356
likely path is to piecemeal one together from a few
Sterling Cufflinks
different sources, which currently is not too hard to do.
Bids: 2 Sold for $20.50
Believe it or not, you’ll probably have the hardest time
finding the proper heater lever.
You know that I have
to feature at least one
Swarovski Crystal
vintage item in each
Porsche 911 40th Ancolumn. These are very
niversary in 1/43 scale
cool no matter which model
Bids: 9 Sold for $232.50
you own. I think the best thing to do would be to wear
them, not say a word, and wait to see who notices
Described as “Brand
them first!
new, mint condition in
original box and outer
Made of sterling silver, in all my years of collecting
white box. Includes cergoofy Porsche items, I had never seen these betificate as well.” These
fore. The quality of vintage jewelry is such that these
were Boutique items
should be quite sturdy and will last a lifetime. Good
sold by the factory
buy for such a unique item.
celebrating the 40th year
of 911 production in
New Porsche Cayenne
2004.The box alone is
Ski Rack
quite beautiful, and the
Bids: 5 Sold for $71
crystal pieces look great
on a desk or in a book
Here we are, trying to
case. Another example sold on eBay earlier this fall for
save some cash again
$289, so the market for these seems to be mid-$200’s.
for our down on his luck
I do not recall what they sold for new at the dealer, but
Cayenne owner. This
Continued on Page 17
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Continued from Page 15

it is safe to say that these were had a quite a discount!
1974 through 1989 Porsche 911 Clock
Unsold at a starting bid of $75
I don’t usually discuss
unsold items here, but
this one caught my
eye. This seller must
have taken marketing classes in college. While skimming
through items, my
first reaction to the
picture was “Hey, new
and in the box!” After opening the screen I obviously
discovered it was used, but in a nice box with stuffing.
I didn’t need one, but it did get my attention, which is
important for selling online as so many items look just
like the next one as you scroll down the listings. Better
luck next time.
Used Automotion IPD Intake Plenum Porsche
996,997-997S
Bids: 12 Sold for $501
Advertised as “The
single easiest, most
effective bolt-on
performance part for
996-997 cars. Performance gains you can
feel! This really works!
(25 hp on 997S). Retails
for $899.”

constraints. Aside from emissions, how much different is it today? I could certainly be wrong here, but my
guess is not much. Save your money for a new set of
tires.
Porsche 911 Rear Chrome Bumper Bar
Sold with “Buy It Now” For $175
An accessory for early 911’s
(’65 through ’73) these are
now quite hard to come by
and are not seen for sale
very often, either online or at
swap meets. The proof is in
the pudding: the “Buy It Now”
feature was used almost
immediately after the listing
was placed, and I feel this
was quite a bargain for the
buyer. If you own an early
911, you know what I mean
as anything for these cars is
now uber-expensive. If you are not familiar with it, this
item fits between the rear bumperettes for protection
of the back end of the car (and also to dress it up a
bit). There are not too many survivors as they were
actually used as intended. Remember, there were no
backup sensors on cars back then and many owners
backed up their cars “by feel!”
As always, questions, comments and criticism are
welcomed and encouraged. I can be reached at
spg356@sbcglobal.net

Oh my god, is this true??? I don’t even own a 996 or
997, but I am ready to buy one right now!
Sorry if I sound facetious, but I have always believed
that the engineers working in Stuttgart are pretty
smart, and just may know more about Porsche cars
than the guy in Hong Kong designing these for Automotion. Think about it. There were plenty of good
aftermarket engine mods for the VW’s way back
when. Porsche designed that engine with economy of
manufacture in mind. How many engine mods were
there for the 356 engine? Almost none, because they
designed it with their name on it and with very few
17

E-Mail: tcpott@gmail.com
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board Meeting
Thursday November 5, 2009
Jim Christopher called the meeting to order at 7:25 PM at Carlyle Grill in Ann Arbor.
Jim Christopher: President.......................................Present
Owen Balduf: Advertising.........................................Present
Jack Dunlap................................................................Absent
Dave Finch.................................................................Absent
Dan Gaulin: Track Registrar.......................................Absent

Christian Maloof: Track Chairman............................Present
Rick Mammel: Vice-President..................................Present
Leonard Murz............................................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor...................................................Present

Members & Visitor Present: Jim Dowty, Stewart
Free – Events Committee, Pat Jeski – Past President,
Burghard Linn – Treasurer, Joe Lile – Historian, Jennifer McNalley, Kathy O’Rear, Karl and Nancy Schulz,
Claudia Trapp and Glenn Trapp – Membership Chair.

Track report: Christian Maloof reported that the Grattan event is scheduled for June 11 –13, 2010. Waterford dates will be available at the next meeting.

Meeting Minutes: September minutes were reviewed
and approved.
Treasurer’s report: Burghard Linn reviewed the
September and October financial reports. He also
reviewed the detailed Ferry Porsche Charity Event
Report. Reports approved.
Motion: Approve the total charity contribution of
$2800.00. Passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available
to any RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to
Burghard Linn (burghard.linn@gmail.com).

Newsletter: Mike O’Rear reported that 11/30 is the
deadline for the newsletter. Continued the discussion
of the future of the paper version of the newsletter or
just rely on the electronic version due to cost. Need
to inform the members that the newsletter is available
on line and encourage members to “go green” and
sign up for the electronic version.
Miscellaneous:
Motion: Move board meetings to Tuesdays.
Passed
Motion: Approve Rick Mammel for Vice President.
Passed

Insurance: No events planned that require insurance.

Web site: Valerie Roedenbeck was absent. Lynda
Mammel has volunteered to help but will need training.

Goody Store Report: Jim Christopher will give digital
images of the available inventory to Valerie for the
website. Inventory of items is kept low because most
items are available soon after the order is placed.

Events Committee: Stewart reviewed the past
events. No events planned until May. Looking to
have an event for the winter months. Also looking for
volunteers for the committee.

Advertising Report: Leonard Murz has volunteered
to be the new advertising chair. Owen Balduf has
transferred the files. Leonard plans to talk with present advertisers and recruit new advertisers.

Meeting adjourned: 8:53 pm. Minutes taken by: Mary
Ann Kantrow

Membership: Glenn Trapp reported we are steady
at 220 members. Jim has set a goal to increase
membership. One approach would be to develop a
care package to give the dealerships for new Porsche
buyers.

Editor’s Note: As in past years there will be
no Bahn Stormer issued in January. See
you again in February, and have a happy
holiday season.
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Feeling that Spring Fever yet….

Services Provided:
- Independent Porsche® Service & Repair
- Performance Modifications
- Suspension & Brake Upgrades
- Custom 4 Wheel Alignments
- Porsche® OBD Software
- Pre-Purchase Inspections
- FREE Tech Inspections
- PCA Club Discounts

FabSpeed Exhaust Systems

Here our prices are unbeatable, at only $75.00 an hour for quality Porsche Services.
(Yes, this is not a typo) Mention PCA membership & get even further discounts.
Monthly Special!!!
1978 – 1989 Porsche 911 Oil Change, $150.00
We feature Mobil 1, includes oil filter, engine oil, drain plug washers,
tire pressure adjustment (tax, shop supplies, environmental charges are extra)

Your #1 Porsche Enthusiast Shop
of Southeast Michigan.
Phone: 248-549-4016
Fax: 248-549-4022
hgilson@gilsonmotorsports.com
www.GilsonMotorSports.com
4535 Delemere Blvd. Royal Oak, Mi 48073
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE
2007 997 GT3:
4,500 miles.
WPOAC29977S792204.
White/black full leather,
GPS, PCCB brakes ,sports
chrono, bi-xenon headlamps, roll bar, GT3 seats,
Schroth 6 point harnesses.
$109,000. Tom Green, 3404 Oak Park Drive, Saline, MI
48176. Work 734-429-5958. Cell 734-417-0030 (10/09)
1991 Carrera C4 Cabriolet :

225-35-19 & (2) 275-30-19 on after market rims 8.5” & 10”
$750. Contact Tom Krueger 313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (11/09)
Parting out a 1967 Porsche 912 – Cheap! 902 Transaxle,
4 corners of suspension and brakes (914 upgrade?), pair of
axle assemblies, generator and stand for 912 engine, rear
glass, IROC whale tail, gauges, wiper motor assembly, both
doors with glass and regulators, opening rear quarter windows, front fenders, hood, non-sunroof roof, and torque tube.
No engine or interior panels – Call for additional parts. Peter
Maehling, Cell 734-446-4327 (06/09)
1976 914 Body Shell: (in primer), less than 2000 miles
(recovered stolen vehicle, no title) on this body makes it
ideal for a ground-up restoration or a 914 based track car.
Minor repair work required to right rear wheel opening. Also
included: one 911 2.7L engine, three 901 (914) transmissions
(1 tail shifter, 2 side shifters) and many boxes of 914 parts.
All for $4000.00. Negotiable, will separate, make offers.
Contact: Gary Starin 248-887-2524 (04/09)

Black with black interior, 43,855 miles, 5-speed. This is a
pristine example of a low mileage Porsche. All original, except for the wheels and suspension, which have been
tastefully upgraded. There is absolutely no damage, dings,
dents or stone chips anywhere on this vehicle. The interior is
equally as impressive. Asking $27,000 OBO. Please contact
Justin at 734-844-7352 or Email@jcialella@hotmail.com
(07/09)

Set of 4 (’05 – ’06) 911 19” OEM 997 Lobster claw wheels
(1 slightly scraped)..$800. Set of 4 Boxster (’97 – ’04) 16”
OEM 996 Wheels with Dunlop Winter tires 9/32” tread
(less than 1,000 miles)..$600. Carrera Hard Top: purpleish/
blue I don’t think its ever been outside – like new. $600.
E-mail for pictures/ Porsche part numbers. Phil at phillip2@
mindspring.com, cell 313 912 6216 (04/09)

PARTS FOR SALE

OTHER ITEMS FOR SALE

198x Porsche Cab or Coupe Covercraft Noah custom car
cover. Standard body, no tail. Like new and used indoors
for winter storage only. No tears or holes or mods. Only
replaced because we added a spoiler to our 1986 this year.
$100. Jdesorme@umich.edu. 313-231-7639 (12/09)

FOR SALE: Two, Tandem Car Hauler Trailers (Steel). One
a little heavier duty than the other. Asking $1,500.00 and
$1,200.00. Must Sell. Make offers. Contact: Gary Starin at
248-887-2524 (05/09)

Boxter/911/Cayenne Wheels & Tires: Qty.2: 996 362 126
05 8.5 x 17 ET50 with Dunlop SP Winter Sport 225 45
R17. Qty 2: 996 362 124 00 7 x 17 ET55 with Dunlop
SP Winter sport 205 50 R17. These tires and wheels are
new. They fit 97 -04 Boxster, 98 – 05 911’s. $1,800. These
wheels without tires…..$1,600. set. Above wheels with used
Dunlop SP Winter sports tires (great tread)….$1,400. 16”
996 OEM wheels with Dunlop SP Winter Sports for 97 –
04 Boxster….$1,200. 18” 997 wheels, 19” Cayenne turbo
wheels, 18” Cayenne wheels. Call Phil 313 912 6216 we
can discuss or phillip2@mindspring.com (11/09)
TIRES: Michelin Pilot Sport Cups: (2) 235-35-19 & (2) 26530-19 $150; Hoosier R6: (2) 265-35-19 $75; Hoosier R6
(4) 205-50-15 $400 (two brand new); Goodyear Eagle F1 (2)

1994 Harley Dyna Wide Glide: 17k miles, high perf. engine,
many spare parts, complete set of extra tins, bike trailer, and
powder coated rims. $9,970/ or best offer (Need to sell so I
can buy a Porsche.) Contact Matt Huber at 810-225-8372
or zdmhuber@yahoo.com (03/09)

To place your classified ad in The Bahn Stormer
please contact:
Mike O’Rear - mor734@att.net
(Put “Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line.)
or call Mike at 734-214-9993
Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter.
Ads more than six months old may be removed
unless resubmitted.
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2009 Rally Sport Region Officers
President
Jim Christopher *
248-627-8655
Ortonville 48462
gooddna@comcast.net

Track Registrar
Dan Gaulin *
248-921-0400
Northville 48167
registrar@rsrpca.org

Vice President
Rick Mammel*
248-442-9008
Novi 48375
metalworks@ameritech.net

Track Chairperson
Christian Maloof *
734-424-0818
Dexter 48130
christianmaloof@hotmail.com

Goody Store Chairperson
Jim Christopher *
248-627-8655
Ortonville 48462
gooddna@comcast.net

Safety Chairperson
John Melvin
734-665-8912
Ann Arbor 48103
tandelta@earthlink.net

Advertising Chairperson
Leonard Murz *
248-342-5764
St. Clair 48054
Lmurz@sbcglobal.net

Insurance Chairperson
Al Gaulin
586-899-5080
Clarkston 48346
mg2139@aol.com

Membership Chairperson
Glenn Trapp
810-227-7854
Brighton 48114
gtrapper@gmail.com
Treasurer

Archivist / Historian
Joe Lile
313-274-3091
Dearborn 48124
J.lile@sbcglobal.net

Burghard Linn
810-227-1223
Brighton 48116
Burghard.linn@gmail.com

Bahn Stormer Editor
Mike O’Rear *
734-214-9993
Ann Arbor 48103
Mike8177@att.net

Secretary
Mary Ann Kantrow
734-998-1403
Ann Arbor 48105
mkantrow@peoplepc.com

Webmistress
Valerie Roedenbeck
312-342-8222
Ann Arbor 48104
webmaster@rsrpca.org

Events Committee
Jeff Corbin: durandal1@aol.com
Liz Christopher: Liz.Christopher@cbre.
com
Sally & Stewart Free:
stewartjfree@comcast.net
Sue Sarin: sueatcape@msn.com
Arnie Speiker: tgarnoldo@netzero.com
Other Board Members
Jack Dunlap *
810-231-2872
Hamburg 48139
jldatshannon@sbcglobal.net
David Finch *
Leonard Murz *
248-342-5764
St. Clair 48054
Lmurz@sbcglobal.net
Board Members at Large
Fran Lanciaux
419-481-4444
Grand Rapids, OH 43522
Fran@commercialcomfort.com
Ulf Maier
734-368-0205
Ann Arbor 48105
ulfmaier@sbcglobal.net
Zone 4 Rep
Roy Wilkinson
Akron, Ohio
rwilk5@sbcglobal.net
* Denotes Board Member

Tech Chairperson
Jim Dunham
734-451-1288
Plymouth 48170
boxersix@aol.com
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